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Abstract
This study used percentile schedules of reinforcement – percentile schedule (K), percentile
schedule with a dimension (K+) and a yoked control condition (C) – to examine the effects of
giving extra reinforcement on the rate of tacting. Six undergraduate students participated in three
schedules of reinforcement for fluency of correct tacting answers; they received reinforcement
for meeting or exceeding criteria (K), received reinforcement for meeting and exceeding criteria
and earned extra reinforcement when closer to the goal then the previous five answers (K+), and
earned predetermined reinforcement through yoking for control (C). Celeration values were
analyzed for three participants after participants engaged in low levels of errors. One participant
had greater average celeration within timing values for the dimension of reinforcement schedule
and yoked control and less celeration values for the reinforcement schedule without a dimension.
One participant had similar celeration lines for the dimension of reinforcement schedule and the
yoked condition than the reinforcement schedule without a dimension. One participant had
greater celeration lines for the yoked condition, then the dimension of reinforcement condition,
and lowest celeration value for the reinforcement schedule without a dimension. The remaining
participants' celeration values were not analyzed due to continued errors or low levels of tacting.
Implications of the results and suggestions for further research are discussed.
Keywords: Celeration, Percentile Schedules of Reinforcement, Reinforcement
Dimensions
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Chapter I: Introduction and Literature Review
Shaping involves a change agent differentially reinforcing responses that are closer and
closer approximations to an end goal and placing other behaviors that fail to reach a criterion on
extinction (Skinner 1953). Galbicka (1994) describes the rules of shaping as: (a) setting initial
reinforcement criteria where the student can easily succeed, (b) defining terminal behavior, (c)
using successive approximations, and (d) reinforcing changes in behavior as opposed to a
specified set of criteria. Galbicka (1988) explained how behavior analysts can use percentile
schedules of reinforcement to guide in-the-moment decisions to reinforce a response. By using
percentile schedules of reinforcement, the shaping process can be broken up into its component
parts with the equation k = (m + 1) (1 - w), where m is the past number of observations, w equals
the density of reinforcement, and k is the rank of responses the student’s behavior needs to
surpass to access reinforcers. Once k is calculated, behavior is ranked based on m, and the
behavior analyst provides the reinforcer if the behavior exceeds k. Within shaping (which
incorporates differential reinforcement) and the use of percentile schedules, when the student
exceeds the specified criteria, they often receive the same amount of reinforcer (Clark et al.,
2016; Fonger & Malott, 2019). van Haaren (2017) outlines investigations in which researchers
manipulate reinforcer dimensions (schedule, quality, magnitude, and duration) to identify its
influence on participants’ independent responding. It is unclear how altering reinforcer
dimensions within a percentile schedule might impact independent responding.
Varying Reinforcer Dimensions
Cividini-Motta and Ahearn (2013) compared three reinforcement schedules that varied
across quality when teaching students word-pair relations of household items in English and
Portuguese. In the non-differential reinforcement schedule, students earned a high-preference
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reinforcer when a response was independent or prompted. In the differential reinforcement
schedule, students earned a high-preference reinforcer for an independent response and a
moderately preferred reinforcer for a prompted response. In the extinction schedule, only
independent responses earned a high-preference reinforcer. Three of the four students mastered
the targets in fewer trials in the differential reinforcement schedule when compared to targets in
the other schedules. The extinction schedule was most effective for the remaining student.
Instead of studying the effects of quality of reinforcers on participants’ responding,
Hausman et al. (2014) evaluated the extent to which varying the reinforcement schedule
impacted student task completion (e.g., filling in missing letters to spell a word) and exposed
students to three schedules of reinforcement for prompted responses to study effects on
independent responses. Hausman et al. reinforced independent, correct responding on a fixedratio 1 (FR 1) schedule with a preferred edible across all teaching conditions. Prompted
responses were reinforced on an FR 1 schedule, FR 3 schedule, or placed on extinction. Two
students acquired the skill when the researchers placed prompted responses on extinction, and
one student’s independent responding was not impacted by the extinction schedule nor the FR 3
schedule.
Instead of manipulating the reinforcement schedule, Fiske et al. (2014) manipulated
reinforcer magnitude (small and large duration of tangible access or edible size). The researchers
adjusted reinforcer magnitude across three students (aged 5-8 years old) diagnosed with autism
when completing receptive identification tasks. Researchers exposed students to three conditions
following preference and reinforcer assessments: (a) a large magnitude reinforcer for correct,
independent or prompted responses (non-differential); (b) large magnitude reinforcer for
independent responses and small magnitude reinforcer for prompted responses (reinforcer
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dimension); and (c) large magnitude reinforcer for independent responses and no reinforcement
for prompted responses (differential reinforcement). Two students reached mastery quicker in the
non-differential schedule and required more sessions in the reinforcer dimension schedule. The
remaining student mastered the skill quickest in the differential reinforcement schedule.
Researchers proposed students might have acquired the skills under the non-differential schedule
due to the high levels of reinforcer access, which students might need to remain engaged with the
task. Further, they postulated the delay to reinforcer access, due to response prompts, might have
been sufficient to increase independent responding.
While the previously mentioned studies manipulated one reinforcer dimension, in a series
of four experiments, Athens and Volmer (2010) manipulated three reinforcer dimensions–
duration, delay, and quality–to decrease problem behavior and increase functional
communication without the use of extinction. In the first experiment, students earned longer
access to functional reinforcers (break or tangible access for 30 s or 45 s) following requests. If
participants engaged in problem behaviors, researchers delivered functional reinforcers for 5 or
10 s. With reinforcer duration manipulated, problem behavior gradually reduced and functional
communication increased. This finding was replicated in subsequent experiments in which
functional communication resulted in higher-quality reinforcers (Experiment 2) or immediate
access to reinforcers (Experiment 3) and problem behavior resulted in lower-quality reinforcers
or delay to reinforcers. In the last experiment, Athens and Vollmer manipulated all three
dimensions of reinforcement. When participants engaged in functional communication, the
researchers provided immediate, 30-s access to a high-quality reinforcer. When participants
engaged in problem behavior, researchers provided participants 5-s access to low-quality
reinforcers with a 10-s delay. With these three reinforcer dimensions altered, participants’
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functional communication increased, and problem behavior decreased more consistently when
compared to the prior experiments manipulating only one reinforcer dimension.
A confounding variable affecting results across the aforementioned studies might be
student preference for a particular reinforcer dimension. To determine if there was student
preference for a dimension of reinforcement, Campanaro et al. (2020) compared three
differential reinforcement arrangements–quality, magnitude, and schedule– to evaluate the most
efficient reinforcer arrangement. During reinforcer assessments, researchers found students’
behaviors were sensitive to reinforcement schedules, and there were individual preferences of
reinforcement dimension. Campanaro et al. then studied the effects of differing the onset of the
most efficient dimension of reinforcer schedule for the student: (a) immediately when the
students started learning, (b) after correctly answering 33% or more for two consecutive
sessions, and (c) after the students answered 50% correct for two consecutive sessions.
Researchers found the immediate onset of applying a dimension of a differential schedule was
most efficient. However, they did not compare a differential schedule to one with an extinction
schedule, which may have altered the results. Another potentially common confounding variable
when studying dimensions of reinforcement is student sensitivity to the density of reinforcement
(Fiske et al., 2014). Density of reinforcement refers to how often the student accesses reinforcers.
One way behavior analysts could control reinforcement density is by using percentile schedules
of reinforcement.
Percentile Schedules of Reinforcement
When using a percentile schedule of reinforcement, the density of reinforcers remains the
same, on average, and response requirements to access reinforcers shifts as the student’s
behavior gets closer to the terminal goal (Galbicka, 1994). Percentile schedules are ideal for
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behaviors that vary across a range of dimensions: frequency, intensity, latency, quality, and
duration. As an illustrative example, say a behavior analyst’s student engages in a long latency to
sit at the table following the direction “Come to the table.” Using a percentile schedule, the
behavior analyst determines the student should access reinforcers, on average, half the time (w =
.5) and compares the next behavior (arriving at the table) based on five previous observations (m
= 5). Using the percentile schedule formula k = (m + 1) (1 - w), k = 2, the student’s behavior
must surpass rank 2 to access reinforcers. The behavior analyst records the time for the student to
arrive at the table and compares the behavior across five previous observations: 6 min, 9 min, 2
min, 20 min, and 4 min. The behavior analyst then ranks latencies from the observation from
longest to shortest: 20 min, 9 min, 6 min, 4 min, and 2 min. Using a percentile schedule (Kschedule), if the student’s latency to arrive at the table is quicker than 9 minutes (2nd rank), the
behavior analyst will deliver a reinforcer to the student. However, if the student’s behavior does
not meet this threshold, the student will not contact the reinforcer. When using percentile
schedules, a behavior analyst must determine the observation window (m) and the density of
reinforcement (w).
When considering the ideal observation window in percentile schedules, Athens et al.
(2007) manipulated different m values and found a larger m value yielded quicker results.
Researchers exposed three participants, who engaged in short durations of task completion, to m
= 20, 10, and 5, while keeping the w = .5. For three participants, the largest m value (20)
produced the most rapid increases in on-task durations compared to the smaller m values. The
other m values resulted in variable durations of task completion. When m = 5, participants
consistently failed to meet criteria. Athens et al. stated lower m values impact reinforcer access if
the student occasionally engages in longer on-task durations. As a result, rapid shifting of the
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reinforcement criteria occurred, which might make it more difficult for the student to achieve. A
larger observation window (m value) allows for more observations to rank. Therefore, if the
student does engage in behavior that are larger jumps towards the terminal goal, the likelihood of
reinforcer access might not be as impacted. Researchers conclude, with evidence from previous
papers on m values (Lamb et al., 2005), that a smaller m value is most effective when only a few
observations are conducted, as this keeps the changes in the reinforcement schedule sensitive to
the changes in the observed behavior. However, using a larger m value may be more
advantageous when a larger number of observations are conducted.
In a tutorial outlining how to incorporate percentile schedules into shaping interventions,
Milyko (2020) suggested using K-schedule of 5 (K5; m = 10 and w =. 5) if the student can
tolerate that density of schedule, as prior research indicates an increased acquisition rate (Clark
et al., 2016). Milyko also argued K5 is cost effective (fewer resources than more frequent
delivery of putative reinforcers) and might simulate a natural schedule of reinforcement, aiding
in skill generalization. However, Milyko also suggested when working with students new to
intermittent schedules of reinforcement K2 or K3 schedules might be best (e.g., m = 5, w = .5).
Present Study
One way to adjust percentile schedules might be providing higher magnitude, longer
durations, or higher quality reinforcer when a student is closer to a terminal goal than in previous
observations. By doing so, this might further meet Galbicka’s (1994) shaping criteria number
four: reinforce changes in behavior as opposed to a specified set of criteria. For example, a
behavior analyst could provide 5-min reinforcer access to the student if they meet the k rank. If
the student were to exceed the top rank, the behavior analyst could provide 10-min reinforcer
access. By altering a percentile schedule with a dimension of the reinforcer, it might allow the
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student to reach the terminal goal quicker. This adjustment to percentile schedules combines
extinction, differential reinforcement, and dimensions of reinforcement. With this reinforcement
system, the rules of percentile schedules remain the same –reinforcers are not delivered for
behavior less than k rank. However, the teacher or behavior analyst can deliver more (or better)
reinforcers if the behavior exceeds the highest rank.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of percentile schedules with and
without dimension of reinforcement added (i.e., reinforcer quantity) on participants’ correct
vocally labeling (hereafter referred to as tacting) speed to fluency (Fabrizio & Moors, 2003). For
this study, w = .5, m = 5, and therefore k = 2. To eliminate the confounding variable of
participant preference for a specific dimension of reinforcement, students earned a generalized,
conditioned reinforcers–entries to win Amazon gift cards–across three reinforcement schedules
one containing a dimension of reinforcement, one without a dimension of reinforcement, and a
control (K+, K, and C, respectively).
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Chapter II: Method
Participants, Setting, and Materials
The researcher recruited students (hereafter referred to as Participants 01-06) enrolled in
a midsized, Midwest public university. The researcher worked with the instructor to disseminate
the recruitment letter. Interested participants contacted the researcher to receive and sign an
informed consent form to participate (see Appendix A). Participants required a computer with
video conference capabilities (i.e., Zoom) and quiet rooms with limited distractions. The
researcher shared their screen with the participants to allow the participant to view PowerPoint
slides and enabled remote control of the slides during timings.
During the course of the study, each participant viewed three tacting sets: kangaroos,
geckos, and owls. The animals in the sets were from four different genera with no more than
three syllables for each tact and presented on Microsoft PowerPoint slides (see Appendix B). To
ensure that genus names were no longer than three syllables, the researcher modified some genus
names (e.g., diplodacyl shortened to diplodact). The researcher selected tacting sets with distinct
features of animals within the genus that made them visually distinct from one another,
following Layng (2019)’s tutorial on concept teaching. The researcher removed and replaced
pictures of each set for Participants 04-06 to balance the set’s difficulty. The researcher
speculated the owl set was more difficult than the other sets as evident to more incorrect tacts
upon initial presentation of the owls. The researcher changed the owl set so the owls’ features
were more prominent. The research also changed pictures within the other sets, so animals’
features were present but less prominent to balance the difficulty between the sets. The
researcher recorded data with a pen for correct and incorrect tacts then transferred the data to
paper Standard Celeration Chart timings charts using a pencil. The researcher also transferred
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data to Precision X, an online tool that charts data onto the Standard Celeration Chart, for better
data visualization.
Dependent Variables and Data Depiction
The primary dependent variables were correct and incorrect tacts of assigned animal
names that occurred within a 30-s timing. Correct tacts were defined as stating the name of the
modified genus when shown the picture. Incorrect tacts were defined as the participant
mispronouncing the name of the modified genus or saying the wrong tact for the animal shown.
The researcher recorded values on the Standard Celeration Chart. As shown in Figure 1,
the Standard Celeration Chart allowed the researcher to plot daily performance across timings as
well as days: each vertical line is a day or timing (depending on the chart used). The right side of
the vertical axis is labeled with durations of behavior occurrence. A solid dashed line on the
chart indicates the “floor,” or how long the instructor measured the target behavior. The
researcher depicted correct tacts as a closed dot and incorrect tacts as an X on the chart. The
researcher transferred all the timings to the daily chart (Evans et al., 2021).
Research Assistant Training
The researcher trained one research assistant (a first-year, applied behavior analysis
graduate student) to collect data on correct and incorrect tacts, identify the rank, and determine
how many reinforcers (i.e., entries for an Amazon gift card) the participant earned for each
reinforcement condition. The researcher also trained the research assistant to correctly tact
animal pictures during a 30-s timing across the three tacting sets.
The researcher taught the assistant to identify correct ranks. First, the researcher and
assistant worked together on ranking simulated data, then the assistant ranked data
independently. After the assistant correctly and independently ranked three consecutive
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simulated data sets at 100% accuracy, the researcher taught the assistant the reinforcement
schedules. The researcher used the previous ranks to ensure the assistant correctly identified
whether the participant earned the reinforcers and, if so, how many reinforcers they accessed. To
reach mastery, the assistant needed to correctly and independently identify the number of
reinforcers earned across three consecutive sets of ranked data at 100%.
Last, the researcher conducted training sessions with a simulated participant (not part of
the study) to ensure the assistant correctly collected interobserver agreement and treatment
integrity for correct and incorrect tacts. To reach mastery, the assistant reached 100%
interobserver agreement and treatment integrity across two consecutive training sessions (see
Appendix C for more training details).
Interobserver Agreement and Treatment Integrity
The research assistant took interobserver agreement (IOA) on correct and incorrect tacts
for 37% of the sessions across each phase and conditions by watching a video recording. The
researcher entered the number of trials completed by the participant into the random number
generator and the sessions that were in the top 37% were the sessions chosen for IOA and
treatment integrity evaluation. The researcher ran the random number generator for IOA and
treatment integrity upon the completion of the study to minimize observer effects.
The researcher assessed IOA by charting the research assistant’s data on the same
Standard Celeration Chart as the researcher’s data. Visually displaying IOA data allows for
increased data transparency. In addition, visually showing which sessions the assistant collected
IOA and the distribution of agreements across the study, reduced the researcher’s ability to
manipulate IOA data analysis (Artmen et al., 2012).
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The research assistant also collected treatment integrity data for 37% of the sessions by
watching a recorded session and identifying the researcher’s correct or incorrect implementation
of the procedure using a task analysis (see Table 1). The researcher summarized treatment
integrity at the bottom of the daily charts by reporting a dot for instances in integrity and an X
for instances of errors in integrity.
In general, the IOA data had instances of disagreement when participants tacted faster.
Errors in treatment integrity mostly occurred when there were differences in IOA data collection
resulting in reinforcement distribution disagreement. One error in treatment integrity occurred as
a result of the researcher stopping the participant tacting at 27 seconds instead of 30 seconds.
Most participants encountered at least one error in treatment integrity during the study, with a
range of zero errors (Participant 06) and four errors (Participant 02).
Design
The researcher used an adapted alternating treatment design to evaluate the extent to
which the participant’s rate of tacting was influenced by the three schedules of reinforcement
schedule; this design is beneficial when participant’s behavior is irreversible and helps compare
skill acquisition efficiency between conditions (Cariveau et al., 2020). There were three
reinforcement conditions, each associated with a different target set of animals (owls, kangaroos,
and geckos) for each participant: K-schedule with extinction with no dimension of reinforcement
(K), K-schedule using dimensions of reinforcement (K+), and a control (C). To follow
recommendations outlined by Cariveau et al. (2020), the researcher randomly assigned tacting
sets to the reinforcement schedules through a dice roll and ensured sets were counterbalanced
between participants by creating three counterbalanced sets. The researcher also asked
participants for information regarding their animal knowledge (i.e., birds, reptiles, or kangaroos).
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If participants had extensive learning history in these topics (as defined by engaging in interest
groups such as volunteer work with these animals, bird watching groups, a degree in biology, or
engaging in caretaking of these animals), the researcher did not ask that individual to participate
in the study. There were no participants excluded from the study.
General Procedure
Across the two phases, baseline and fluency training, the participant joined a Zoom
meeting room (the researcher provided them with the link). The researcher greeted the
participant, answered any questions or concerns, and reminded the participant they would learn
to label different animal groups. The researcher shared their screen, so the participant could view
PowerPoint slides containing animal pictures. The researcher asked, “Can you see the word and
nothing else?” Once the participant gave vocal confirmation, the researcher stated, “When you’re
ready, begin.” The researcher then turned off their camera, so the participant could not see the
researcher. The researcher allowed the participants screen control access to allow the participants
to move the slides. Once the participant began vocalizing, the researcher started a 30-s timer. The
researcher recorded correct and incorrect tacts on a data sheet out of view of the participant. If
the researcher made an error (e.g., failed to start the timer, there is interference due to
connectivity, or there is an outside interruption), the researcher terminated the trial, indicated
terminated timings on the timings chart with a star at the time the timing was stopped, and
included how many correct and incorrect responses the participant completed. Once the
participant completed the timing, the researcher used a PowerPoint slide randomizer to shuffle
the slides for the next timing. Sessions took approximately thirty minutes.
Baseline
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At the start of the baseline, the researcher told participants they would not receive any
feedback during their 30-s timing. During the 30-s timing, the researcher did not provide vocal
consequences following correct or incorrect responses and did not deliver reinforcers after
completion of the timings. The participant completed five, 30-s timings across the three target
sets before proceeding into fluency training.
Fluency Training
All participants were informed via the consent form that once they participated in the
study for eight days or reached the goal of the study the study was complete. The researcher also
vocally reminded Participants 04-06 at the start of the study to encourage participants through
negative reinforcement (i.e., finishing the study earlier) to reach their goals. Participants 01-03
did not receive this additional vocal information.
During the first timing in the fluency training phase, the researcher reviewed one picture
for each tact the participant stated incorrectly based on baseline timings. Before each subsequent
timing (i.e., timings outside the first timing), using a procedure outlined by Cihon et al. (2017),
the researcher reviewed one picture for each tact the participant stated incorrectly in the previous
timing. The researcher told the participant, “We are now going to review some of the pictures.”
The researcher showed a picture the participant tacted incorrectly, and the researcher stated the
correct tact. Next, the researcher paused as a cue for the participant to repeat the word. If the
participant tacted the picture incorrectly, the researcher modeled the response again.
Following the review of incorrect responses, a 30-s timing began. During the 30-s timing,
contingent on a correct tact, the researcher stated “yes.” The researcher did not provide vocal
feedback if the participant stated incorrect tacts during the timing. At the end of the timing and
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depending on the reinforcement schedule (C, K+, and K), participants earned an entry to win a
$50 Amazon gift card.
In the C condition, reinforcement was yoked by rolling dice to randomly assign the
reinforcement received from the previous sets (K+ and K) for each timing. A roll for one through
three the participant earned the same reinforcement they earned from the previous K condition
and four through six they earned reinforcement for that timing from the previous K+ condition.
For example, if the researcher rolled a two for the first timing in the C condition, the researcher
looked at the previous K condition to find the reinforcement earned during their first timing and
assigned the same reinforcement to the C condition first timing. In the K condition, participants’
correct tacts needed to exceed the second rank to gain one entry for the gift card. For example, if
during the previous five observations of the behavior, the participant tacted faster than rank two
or faster than rank 5, the participant received one entry. If the participants correctly tacted rank
two or lower, they did not receive an entry. In K+ condition, participants received one entry for
exceeding rank 2 but lower than rank 5 and two entries for exceeding rank 5.
Participants continued timings in each set until they completed five timings in the set,
meet the goal criteria of 30 tacts in 30 s, or participated in the study for 8 days. Participants also
received course credit for completing the study. At the end of the study, the researcher debriefed
participants about the three reinforcement schedules (see Appendix D for details).
Data Analysis
The researcher used the Standard Celeration Chart to analyze celeration trends in
participant tacting and ensure behavior is reaching the terminal response goal through an optimal
rate. Pennypacker et al. (2003) stated by using the Standard Celeration Chart, an observer can
calculate the rate of celeration. Celeration is a measure of change in student performance over
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time. A steeper slope depicted quicker growth and a flatter slope indicated slower growth.
Therefore, the celeration line informed the rate at which behavior grew or diminished. In the
present study, the researcher compared the rate of celeration against the results of correct tacts
for each condition for Participants 02, 03, and 06 to evaluate how reinforcement conditions (K+,
K, and C) impacted rate of tacting once errors dropped to low levels (i.e., reached 0-1). The
researcher did not analyze Participants 04 and 05 as errors persisted throughout the study. The
researcher did not analyze Participant 01’s tacting celeration due to lack of celeration once errors
reached 0-1.
To find the celeration line, the researcher plotted participant data on timing charts, so
every line represented a minute. Then, the researcher followed Datchuk & Kubina (2011)
guidelines for the quarter intersect technique. First, the researcher drew a dotted vertical line
splitting the data in half. Then, draw two solid vertical lines on either side of the solid line
splitting the data in half again and creating four sections. After that, draw a horizontal line so that
half the data falls below the line and half above on either side of the solid line. The researcher
then connected the intersections of the horizontal lines and dotted vertical lines to create the
celeration line. Figure 2 outlines further details on completing the quarter intersect method for
creating the celeration line.
Once the celeration line is drawn, the researcher used a rate finder to calculate the
celeration value of the celeration line, following instructions by White (2012). The researcher
lined the celeration finder vertically at a 90-degree angle, and touched the arrow on the celeration
line. The value of the celeration line is the number at which the line intersects the numbers on the
right side of the rate finder (see Figure 3 for an illustration).
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Chapter III: Results
There are three sections reported in the results. The first section includes information on
each participant’s correct and incorrect tacts for each reinforcement contingency in baseline and
the fluency training phase. The fluency phase results will indicate the starting tacting frequency,
how long errors continued, the frequency in which participant tacted once errors dropped out,
and the ending tacting speed. All timing figures also display IOA. An inverted symbol shows
which days the researcher assistant completed IOA and an extra symbol on the chart indicates
disagreement. The next section includes all data stacked on the daily chart to allow a compressed
view of each condition, dimension of reinforcement, no dimensions of reinforcement, or control
(K+, K, and C, respectively) for each participant. These figures also include treatment integrity.
Finally, the last section includes data from Participants 02, 03, and 06 where the researcher
analyzed average celeration lines once errors dropped out (i.e., errors reached 0-1).
Participant 01
Figures 4-7 display Participant 01’s correct and incorrect tacts across timings for K+, K,
and C reinforcement conditions (geckos, owls, and kangaroos, respectively). In Figure 4 for the
K+ condition, Participant 01 engaged in zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrrect tact
frequency of 56–60 incorrect tacts per minute. During the fluency training phase, Participant 01
started tacting at a rate of 14 incorrect tacts per minute with 4 correct tacts per minute. Errors
continued until the fourth day of fluency training, and Participant 01 engaged in 32 tacts per
minute. Participant 01 ending correct tacting speed was 34 tacts per minute. In Figure 5 for the K
condition, Participant 01 engaged in zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrect tact
frequency of 48 –60 incorrect tacts per minute. Participant 01 began tacting in fluency training
with 8 incorrect tacts per minute and one correct tact per minute. Errors continued until fluency
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training day six where correct tacts reached 30 tacts per minute. Participant 01 ended fluency
training on day eight with zero incorrect tacts and correct tacts at 34 per minute. As displayed in
Figure 6, Participant 01 in baseline for the C condition tacted incorrectly at a rate of 30–62 tacts
per minute with zero correct tacts. Participant 01 began fluency training with kangaroos with 20
correct tacts per minute and four incorrect tacts per minute. Errors continued until the second day
of fluency training where correct tacts reached 34 correct tacts per minute. Participant 01 ended
fluency training on day eight with zero errors and 34 correct tacts per minute. Figure 7 displays
the results with all data stacked on the daily chart and conditions next to one another. The bottom
of the chart displays treatment integrity data corrects and incorrect tacts at 0–1 errors.
Participant 02
Figures 8-11 display Participant 02’s correct and incorrect tacts across timings for K+, K,
and C reinforcement conditions (owls, kangaroos, and geckos, respectively). In Figure 8 for the
K+ condition, Participant 02 had zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrect tact frequency of
46–66 incorrect tacts per minute. Participant 02 started tacting owls at a rate of 18 incorrect tacts
per minute with 4 correct tacts per minute. Errors continued until the second day of fluency
training where correct tacts reached 44 tacts per minute. Participant 02 ended fluency training for
the owl set on day 8 with a correct tacting speed of 56 tacts per minute. In Figure 9 for the K
condition, Participant 02 had zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrect tact frequency of 42–
52 incorrect tacts per minute. Participant 02 began tacting kangaroos in fluency training with
zero correct tacts per minute and six incorrect tacts per minute. Errors continued until fluency
training day two where correct tacts reached 34 tacts per minute. Participant 02 ended fluency
training for kangaroos on day eight with zero incorrect tacts and correct tacts at 56 per minute.
As displayed in Figure 10 for the C condition, Participant 02 in baseline tacted incorrectly at a
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rate of 46–50 tacts per minute with zero correct tacts. Participant 02 began fluency training for
geckos with four correct tacts per minute and ten incorrect tacts per minute. Errors continued
until the second day of fluency training where correct tacts reached 34 correct tacts per minute.
Participant 02 had increased errors that occurred for the first timing of fluency training on days
three and four. Errors dropped completely on day five. Participant 02 ended fluency training on
day eight with zero errors and 52 correct tacts per minute. Figure 11 displays the results with all
data stacked on the daily chart and conditions next to one another. The bottom of the chart
displays treatment integrity data corrects and incorrects with 0–1 errors.
Figures 12-14 show the celeration lines for Participant 02 of each condition across
timings when errors dropped to 0–1 to when data became stable for K+, K, and C conditions
(owls, kangaroos, and geckos, respectively). Condition K+ had an average celeration line value
of X1.73, K an average value of X1.61, and C an average value of X1.84.
Participant 03
Figures 15-18 display Participant 03’s correct and incorrect tacts across timings for K+,
K, and C conditions (kangaroos, geckos, and owls, respectively). In Figure 15 for the K+
condition, Participant 03 had zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrect tact frequency of 16–
26 incorrect tacts per minute. Participant 03 started tacting at a rate of 8 correct tacts per minute
with 10 incorrect tacts per minute. Errors continued until the third day of fluency training where
correct tacts reached 34 tacts per minute. Participant 03 ended the K+ condition on day 8 with a
correct tacting speed of 44 tacts per minute. In Figure 16 for the K condition, Participant 03 had
zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrect tact frequency of 24–36 incorrect tacts per minute.
Participant 03 began tacting in fluency training with one correct tacts per minute and 22 incorrect
tacts per minute. Errors continued until fluency training day two where correct tacts reached 34
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tacts per minute. Participant 03 ended fluency training for kangaroos on day eight with zero
incorrect tacts and correct tacts at 44 per minute. As displayed in Figure 17, Participant 03 in
baseline for the C condition tacted incorrectly at a rate of 28–40 tacts per minute with zero
correct tacts. Participant 03 began fluency training with 10 correct tacts per minute and 10
incorrect tacts per minute. Errors continued until the third day of fluency training where correct
tacts reached 30 correct tacts per minute. Participant 03 ended fluency training for owls on day
eight with zero errors and 42 correct tacts per minute. Figure 18 displays the results with all data
stacked on the daily chart and conditions next to one another. The bottom of the chart displays
treatment integrity data corrects and incorrects with 0-1 errors.
Figures 19-21 show the celeration lines for Participant 03 of each condition across
timings when errors dropped to 0–1 to when data became stable for K+, K, and C conditions
(kangaroo, gecko, and owl, respectively). Condition K+ had an average celeration line value of
X1.68, K condition an average value of X1.24, and C condition an average value of X1.4.
Participant 04
Figures 22-24 display Participant 04’s correct and incorrect tacts across timings for K+,
K, and C conditions (geckos, owls, and kangaroos, respectively). In Figure 22 for the K+
condition, Participant 04 had zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrect tact frequency of 12–
16 incorrect tacts per minute. Participant 04 started tacting at a rate of 12 incorrect tacts per
minute with 0 correct tacts per minute. Errors continued until the sixth day of fluency training
where correct tacts reached 22 tacts per minute. Participant 04 continued tacting geckos until the
eighth day of the study with 24 correct tacts per minute and zero errors. In Figure 23 for the K
condition, Participant 04 had zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrect tact frequency of 10
incorrect tacts per minute. Participant 04 began tacting in fluency training with 12 incorrect tacts
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per minute and zero correct tacts per minute. Errors continued through to the last day of fluency
training. Participant 04 ended fluency training on day eight with four incorrect tacts per minute
and correct tacts at 20 per minute. As displayed in Figure 24, the C condition with kangaroos,
Participant 04 in baseline tacted incorrectly at a rate of 20–22 tacts per minute with zero correct
tacts. Participant 04 began fluency training with zero correct tacts per minute and 10 incorrect
tacts per minute. Errors continued until the last day of fluency training. Participant 04 ended
fluency training on day eight with zero errors and 22 correct tacts per minute. Figure 25 displays
the results with all data stacked on the daily chart and conditions next to one another. The bottom
of the chart displays treatment integrity data corrects and incorrects with 0-1 errors.
Participant 05
Figures 26-28 display Participant 05’s correct and incorrect tacts across timings for K+,
K, and C conditions (kangaroos, owls, and geckos, respectively). In Figure 26 for the K+
condition, Participant 05 had zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrect tact frequency of 16–
20 incorrect tacts per minute. Participant 05 started tacting kangaroos at a rate of one correct tact
per minute with 6 incorrect tacts per minute. Errors continued until the last day of fluency
training. Participant 05 ending correct tacting speed for kangaroos was 20 correct tacts per
minute with four incorrect tacts per minute. In Figure 27 for the K condition, Participant 05 has
zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrect tact frequency of 10–18 incorrect tacts per minute.
Participant 05 began tacting in fluency training for owls with 8 incorrect tacts per minute and one
correct tact per minute. Errors continued until the last day of fluency training. Participant 05
ended fluency training on day eight for owls with zero incorrect tacts and correct tacts at 30
correct tacs per minute. As displayed in Figure 28 for the C condition containing geckos,
Participant 05 in baseline tacted incorrectly at a rate of 8–18 tacts per minute with zero correct
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tacts. Participant 05 began fluency training for geckos with six correct tacts per minute and six
incorrect tacts per minute. Errors continued until the last day of fluency training. Participant 05
ended fluency training on day eight with zero errors and 28 correct tacts per minute. Figure 29
displays the results with all data stacked on the daily chart and conditions next to one another.
The bottom of the chart displays treatment integrity data corrects and incorrects with 0–1 errors.
Participant 06
Figures 30-32 display Participant 06’s correct and incorrect tacts across timings for K+,
K, and C conditions (geckos, kangaroos, and owls, respectively). In Figure 30 for the K+
condition, Participant 06 had zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrect tact frequency of 26–
28 incorrect tacts per minute. Participant 06 started tacting at a rate of 14 incorrect tacts per
minute with 8 correct tacts per minute. Errors continued until the third day of fluency training
where correct tacts reached 24 tacts per minute. Participant 06 ending correct tacting speed was
34 tacts per minute with one incorrect tact. In Figure 31 for the K condition, Participant 06 had
zero correct tacts in baseline with an incorrect tact frequency of 24–26 incorrect tacts per minute.
Participant 06 began tacting in fluency training with 8 incorrect tacts per minute and 6 correct
tact per minute. Errors continued until fluency training day four where correct tacts reached 30
correct tacts per minute. Participant 06 ended fluency training for kangaroos on day eight with
zero incorrect tacts and correct tacts at 38 per minute. As displayed in Figure 32, Participant 06
in baseline of owls tacted incorrectly at a rate of 20 to 42 tacts per minute with zero correct tacts.
Participant 06 began fluency training with 4 correct tacts per minute and 14 incorrect tacts per
minute. Errors continued until the third day of fluency training where correct tacts reached 28
correct tacts per minute. Participant 06 ended fluency training on day eight with zero errors and
44 correct tacts per minute. Figure 33 displays the results with all data stacked on the daily chart
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and conditions next to one another. The bottom of the chart displays treatment integrity data
corrects and incorrects with 0 errors.
Figures 34–36 show the celeration lines for Participant 06 of each condition across
timings when errors dropped to 0–1 to when data became stable for K+, K, and C conditions
(geckos, kangaroos, and owls, respectively). Condition K+ had an average celeration line value
of X1.56, K condition had an average value of X1.26, and C condition an average value of
X1.51.
Comparing Celeration Slopes
Three participants–02, 03, and 06–tacted faster after errors dropped out, and as a result
their data was used to create and analyze celeration lines. Participants 02 had steepest celeration
lines for the C condition. Participant 06 had similar celeration lines for K+ and C conditions,
meaning they engaged in similar rates of tacting under these conditions. In addition, Participants
02 and 06 celeration lines for K+ and C conditions were steeper than the K condition, meaning
K+ and C conditions had quicker rate of tacting speed growth than the K condition. Participants
03 celeration lines within timing sessions after reaching minimal errors were steepest during the
K+ condition (showed the greatest rate of growth), then C, and most shallow during the K
condition (showed the slowest rate of tacting speed growth). See Table 2 for Participant 02, 03,
and 06 for average timing slope values.
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Chapter IV: Discussion
The present study examined the effects of three reinforcement schedules–use of
dimension of reinforcement (K+), no dimension of reinforcement (K), and control (C)–on
participants’ correct tacting speed to fluency. In addition, the researcher analyzed celeration lines
for three participants (02, 03, and 06). For these three participants, there were steeper celeration
lines (i.e., quicker tacting speed over time) when the researcher provided extra reinforcers
whether contingent (K+) or not contingent (C) over the condition where no extra reinforcement
(K) was given. Participant 02 had steeper celeration lines during the C condition. Participant 06
celeration lines were similar during the K+ and C condition. Participant 03 had steepest lines for
the K+ condition. All participants had the lowest celeration values for the K condition. All
participants increased their speed of tacting over their initial speed and decreased their errors.
However, none of the participants hit the target goal (60 tacts per minute). Participants 01, 02,
03, 05, and 06 achieved some stability (the tacting frequency was consistent and celeration lines
less steep) in correct tacting. Participant 01 correct tacts remained consistent after reaching zero
errors. Participants 03 and 04 continued having errors throughout the study and tacted less
pictures in timings than the other participants.
The results of celeration line analysis indicate that extra reinforcement, contingent on a
response (K+) or not contingent (C) on correct answers, increased celeration lines over the no
extra reinforcement (K) condition for three participants. Therefore, it is possible participants
encountered a level of reinforcers in the C schedule that mimicked the levels encountered in the
K+ schedule, resulting in similar celeration lines in these schedules when compared to the K
schedule. The delivery of extra, unprogrammed reinforcers (similar to what was done in the C
condition) could be conceptualized as an integrity commission error (i.e., the addition of a
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treatment component). Fryling et al. (2012) studied treatment integrity with omission and
commission errors on participants touching a green button (target behavior) and a red button
(considered problem behaviors). They found that errors of omission did not affect the level of
problem behaviors and levels of commission did not increase problem behaviors and decrease
target behaviors until treatment integrity dropped to 40%. It is possible that not all integrity
errors are problematic, and the current study supports providing freebies (i.e., unprogrammed
reinforcers) can increase behavioral rates, a desired clinical outcome. Of course, further
investigation of this process (low levels of integrity surrounding reinforcer delivery) is
warranted.
The current study employed celeration lines as part of the data analysis to analyze rate of
growth of tacting, which extends current research evaluating reinforcement dimensions. Other
researchers have used linear graphs, which often depict percent correct or frequency of
occurrences of behavior. Evans et al. (2021) refer to linear graphs as dimensionless graphs
because linear graphs give an approximation of the behavior that is occurring but fail to give a
measure of the behavior’s dimensions. Using the celeration lines, researchers can record
dimensions of behavior over time, such as the current study for frequency of tacting. Previous
studies are unable to measure the rate of growth of behavior as line graphs show additive
changes, while the Standard Celeration Chart shows proportional changes (Bulla et al., 2021).
Therefore, this study, through using the Standard Celeration Chart, is able to measure
proportional behavior change growth of tacting which is not possible to demonstrate in a line
graph.
In addition, the researcher implemented a reinforcement system directly tied to a
behavioral dimension- tacting speed- and graphing via the Standard Celeration Chart. In other
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studies, researchers (Cividini-Motta & Ahearn, 2013; Fiske et al., 2014; Hausman et al., 2014)
studied increasing independent behaviors and decreasing prompted behaviors using a dimension
of reinforcement. However, independent behavior and prompted behaviors are not a dimension
of a behavior. Dimensions of behaviors include behaviors that involve measurements of force,
duration, displacement, interresponse time, latency, and response location (Galbicka, 1988). This
study isolated a dimension of behavior, decreasing interresponse times of participant correct
answers, to study the effects of varying a dimension of reinforcement. As percentile schedules
rank behavior based on the dimension of the behavior, percentile schedules are a tool that applies
reinforcement dimensions to the behavior dimensions occurring while also maintaining the ratio
of reinforcement. Cividini-Motta & Ahearn (2013), Fiske et al. (2014) and Housman et al. (2014)
did not apply a dimension of reinforcement to reinforce a dimension of a behavior. The
researchers investigated the effects on increasing reinforcement to decrease prompted responses
using derived dependent measure (percent prompted), rather than a behavioral dimension.
Finally, previous researchers (Fiske et al., 2014) stated density of reinforcement might
have been a confounding variable within this line of research. This study used percentile
schedules ensuring that participants encountered reinforcement at the same density. The
percentile schedules also ensured participant behavior was reinforced according to previous
observations of the behavior and how close the behavior was to reaching the goal.
Limitations
There were several imitations throughout the study that warrant discussion: target set
difficulty, participants’ competing contingencies, technology issues, and technical limitations.
Based on lower frequency of initial correct tacting across participants during fluency training, it
appears the owl target set was difficult for participants to correctly tact and discriminate, likely
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because one defining feature that separated the owl species from one another. Despite the
researcher’s attempts to ensure participants did not have extensive history with the animals,
participants likely preferred certain sets over others. For example, Participant 02 stated how cute
the geckos were, and Participant 06 knew some of the common names of the owls in baseline.
Future researchers could assign nonsense names to known objects (e.g., neok for chairs) to
ensure sets are balanced in difficulty.
The next limitation involved competing contingencies. There existed two different
reinforcement contingencies, one for earning the $50 gift card and the other to participate to earn
class credit. Participants may have been more motivated to earn the gift card, therefore sensitive
to the percentile schedule of reinforcement. Participants might have been more motivated to
merely participate in the research for class credit, which might have led to insensitivity to the
percentile schedule. For example, Participant 01 did not increase tacting speed after their errors
dropped out. Given Participant 01’s tacting speed was higher in baseline, it appeared they were
not motivated to earn the gift card. Future research should strive to use one source reinforcement
and rely only on the specified reinforcement contingency (e.g., refraining from giving class
credit to participating students). Researchers could also complete a reinforcer assessment with
participants to ensure motivation for the contingency set to increase tacting behaviors.
In addition, Participant 05 might have engaged in self-generated, rule-governed behavior
which competed with the study’s programmed reinforcing contingencies. Specifically,
Participant 05 stated they believed they needed to say a certain number of errors to receive
reinforcement, and as a result engaged in a higher level of incorrect tacts. Pelaez (2013) stated
rule-governed behaviors are behaviors that are verbally mediated and not contingency shaped
and specified that rules can be given by others, or they can be stated by the same person. When
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an individual develops their own rule-governed behavior, the rule-governed behavior can emerge
from previous learning history or associations made while learning. The rule-governed behavior
by Participant 05 became evident after the researcher completed error correction for a specified
target, and the participant continued to engage in incorrect responses following for that specific
target multiple times throughout the timing sessions. Additionally, upon debriefing, the
participant stated they thought there was an rule to engage in errors. To address or eliminate rulegoverned behaviors, future researchers could be more explicit in their instructions to participants.
For example, readjusting the instructions are likely necessary (e.g., “the purpose of the study was
to gain an understanding of how the research impacts correct answers) to be explicit that correct
answers are the goal.
Further limitations involved technological difficulties, which could have impacted tacting
speed, IOA, and treatment integrity recording. For example, Participant 04’s internet lag affected
their exposure to pictures and possibly influenced the increased error rate as they saw less
pictures in a timing than other participants. In addition, Participant 03 experienced a power
outage and attempted to complete tacting on a device connected to a hotspot for internet
connection for tacting on the third day of fluency training with the C condition, which contained
the owl set. Due to lack of high-speed internet connection, their tacting speed was slower from
lag, and the researcher made the decision to stop and continue later that day when power
returned. For all participants, internet lag most likely caused participants to be unable to reach
the goal (60 tacts per minute). To address limitations set by technology, future researchers
studying tacting speed should implement their research in person with tacting cards.
Alternatively, participants can check their internet speed before beginning the study. The
research assistant also encountered technological difficulties when reviewing the recordings for
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IOA and treatment integrity purposes. The researcher assistant reported difficulty hearing the
researcher say “stop” to the participants at the 30 s, however, as the participants stopped after 30
s they assumed the researcher correctly told the participants to stop. The microphone also had
difficulty picking up when the researcher was reinforcing (i.e., stating “yes”) participants’ tacting
and therefore this was removed as a step from treatment integrity. Implementing this line of
research in person could eliminate these limitations.
The last limitation involved technical limitations. The researcher was unable to use
Precision X to analyze celeration lines. The software Precision X will not analyze celeration
times within timings. Instead, the researcher hand drew the data and the celeration lines on paper
celeration charts. Due to human element of error, it is possible there are slight errors in the
celeration analysis. Future research could study behaviors that take many days to reach the goal
instead of behaviors that take a week. In this way, the Precision X software would be a useful,
and likely more accurate tool to analyze celeration lines, thereby decreasing the chance of human
error.
Future Research
In addition to addressing the limitations, future research could extend this study by using
a different single-case experimental design. Specifically, researchers could reverse the
contingency (B) phase and reinforce slower tacting. Researchers could use this extension to
study how quickly a participant’s behavior shifts in response to change in contingency (Neal,
1981). The researcher then could analyze celeration lines of the conditions across each phase. If
using dimensions of reinforcement (K+) is more effective than reinforcement without a
dimension (K), as the preliminary outcomes indicate, then the researcher would see steeper
celeration lines across the reversal phase and a quicker response from the participant to slow
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their tacting speed. This extension would provide more information on the reinforcing effects of
a dimension of reinforcement.
The present study also examined reinforcement with an extinction component using a
convenient sample (i.e., college students). However, some students (i.e., learners receiving
behavior-analytic services) might engage in challenging behaviors when denied access to
reinforcers. It might be worthwhile to research the effects of dimensions of reinforcement
without an extinction component for clinical populations. To do so, researchers could examine
the effects of a percentile reinforcement schedule in which each ranking is assigned a gradient
amount of reinforcement on behavior thus eliminating the need for extinction. As the researcher
ranks the behavior while using percentile schedules, researchers could assign the greatest amount
of reinforcement to the highest rank and the least amount of reinforcement to the lowest rank,
eliminating an extinction component. For example, each rank earns a matching rank in
reinforcement value forming a conjugate schedule of reinforcement. Conjugate schedules of
reinforcement are continuous schedules of reinforcement that vary the amount of reinforcement
with the dimension of the behavior (Rapp, 2008). As an illustrative example, if the researcher
studied tacting speed with monetary reinforcers while comparing the last three observations and
the individual’s last five tacts were 10, 13, and 16. The researcher might give the participant $5
for more than 16 tacts, $3 for 14 tacts, $3 for 2 tacts, and $1 for less than 10 tacts.
Finally, this study only examined the effects of reinforcement dimension on tacting
speed. Future studies could also research the effects of dimensions of reinforcement on other
dimensions of behavior such as force, duration, latency, and response location. Additionally,
these studies should take place in a clinical setting to discover if the current findings extend to
learners in therapeutic settings.
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In summary, determination of how a reinforcement dimension influences behavior should
be important for clinicians. The purpose of the current investigation was to understand the degree
to which reinforcement dimension (quantity) influenced the dimension of a behavior (tacting
speed) over time.
The results provide preliminary evidence that dimensions of reinforcement can influence
greater behavior change over time as compared to a reinforcement schedule without a dimension.
Findings suggest students’ tacting speed which was reinforced with a dimension of
reinforcement contingent on a dimension of a behavior can help them reach their goals faster.
Future research should continue to look at varying parameters of reinforcement (schedules,
delays, continuity of access, duration, magnitude) in applied settings across a variety of
individuals to determine generalizability, which can help inform behavior analysts developing
effective and reinforcement-based interventions.
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Table 1
Treatment Integrity Measures for Baseline
Baseline: Date of Session: ___________
Step
Asked the participant, “Can you
see the word?”
Gave screen control to the
participant
Told the participant, “You are
going to look at pictures of
animals and tell me the name of
the animal, or what you think the
name of the animal is until the
timer beeps. You will not receive
feedback on whether you are
right or wrong. We will do this 5
times.”
Researcher turned off camera
Started timer when participant
began tacting
Provided no vocal feedback
during the timing
Told the participant to stop after
30 sec.
Concluded baseline after 5
timings

Participant: _______________
Correct

Set:________

Incorrect
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Table 2
Treatment Integrity Measures for Fluency Training
Fluency training: Date of Session: ___________

Participant: _______

Step
If errors occurred in previous timing
Primed the participant:
● Stated the correct tact for one picture of each tact incorrectly
stated during the previous timing.
● Paused for participant to repeat.
● Moved on to the next tact or started the fluency procedure.
OR
● Stated again for participant to repeat correctly.
Asked the participant, “Can you see the word?”
Gave control of the screen to the participant
Researcher turned off camera
Told the participant, “When you’re ready, begin”
Started timer when the participant started tacting
Told the participant to stop after 30 sec.
Delivered reinforcer based off the reinforcement schedule for the set
after the timer beep
● K+: No reinforcement for behavior between 0-2 ranks, one
entry for tacting 2-5 ranks, and two entries for tacts above rank
5
● K: No reinforcement for behavior between rank 0-2 and one
entry for behavior above rank 2.
● Control: Gave participant predetermined reinforcement based
off dice roll results of previous reinforcement for K and K+
conditions
Ended timing for the set when:
● 5 timings were completed OR
● Participant reached at least 30 correct tacts with no errors in
30 seconds

Set:________

Correct

Incorrect
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Table 3
Average Celeration of Corrects After Errors Reach 0-1 for Three Participants
Reinforcement Conditions
Participant

K+

K

C

02

X 1.73

X 1.61

X 1.84

03

X 1.68

X 1.24

X 1.4

06

X 1.56

X 1.26

X 1.51
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Figure 1
Standard Celeration Chart Depicting Aim, Celeration, Deceleration, Floors, Record Ceilings,
Phase Changes, No Change Days, and No Count Rates.

Note. From, “Precision Teaching-Precision Learning,” by O.R. White, 1986, Exceptional
Children. 52(6), p. 6. (http://doi.org/10.1177/001440298605200605). Copyright 1986 by the
Counsel for Exceptional Children.
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Figure 2
Celeration Lines Described Including Calculation and Bounce

Note. From, “Basic and Advanced Charting Guidelines,” by R. M. Kubina, C. Starlin, S.
Gormley, and W. Therrien, 2003, Journal of Precision Teaching and Celeration, 19(2), p. 49
(http://celeration.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/2003_JPTC_V19.02_00.pdf). Copyright 2002
by the Standard Celeration Society.
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Figure 3
Standard Celeration Value

Note. The blue utensil is the rate finder. The rate finder is placed on top of the line with the arrow
lined up at any point on the line while the rate finder is parallel to the day lines on the Standard
Celeration Chart. The numbers running vertically down the middle of the rate finder indicate
celeration values. Where the celeration line intersect the number on the vertical numbers indicate
the celeration of the data. The celeration of the line in this figure is x1.7. The “x” symbolizes that
the celeration numbers are increasing. A division sign would symbolize that the celeration is
decreasing.
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Figure 4
Participant 01 Gecko (K+) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting

.
Note. On this chart, and all other timing charts, a dot indicates a correct tact, an X indicates an
incorrect tact. When there is more than one data on the same line, this indicates disagreement in
IOA. An inverted triangle indicates days in which IOA was measured.
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Figure 5
Participant 01 Owl (K) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 6
Participant 01 Kangaroo (C) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 7
Participant 01 Stacked Data on Daily Chart for All Conditions with Treatment Integrity

Note. This graph represents data compiled from the timings charts and all conditions and placed
on a daily Standard Celeration Chart for ease of viewing. Under the .1 line, the data show
instances in which the researcher demonstrated treatment integrity (dot) or made a treatment
integrity error (X). In this chart, FT stands for fluency training.
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Figure 8
Participant 02 Owl (K+) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 9
Participant 02 Kangaroo (K) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 10
Participant 02 Gecko (C) timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 11
Participant 02 Stacked Data on Daily Chart for All Conditions with Treatment Integrity
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Figure 12
Participant 02 K+ Celeration Lines

Note. On this chart and all other timings charts with celeration lines depict the celeration lines of
participants when errors reached 0-1 until the data became steady. The numbers at the top of the
chart by the 500 per minute line indicate the celeration value of the line. The line drawn across
the timings depicts the celeration line and the vertical and horizonal lines depict the researcher
completing the quarter intersect method.
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Figure 13
Participant 02 K Celeration Lines
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Figure 14
Participant 02 C Celeration Lines
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Figure 15
Participant 03 Kangaroo (K+) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 16
Participant 03 Gecko (K) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 17
Participant 03 Owl (C) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting

Note. On day three of fluency training, Participant 03 experienced a power outage and attempted
to complete the tacting sets on a device connected to a hotspot.
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Figure 18
Participant 03 Stacked Data on Daily chart for All Conditions with Treatment Integrity
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Figure 19
Participant 03 K+ Celeration Lines
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Figure 20
Participant 03 K Celeration Lines
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Figure 21
Participant 03 C Celeration Lines
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Figure 22
Participant 04 Gecko (K+) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 23
Participant 04 Owl (K) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 24
Participant 04 Kangaroo (C) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 25
Participant 04 Stacked Data on Daily Chart for All Conditions with Treatment Integrity
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Figure 26
Participant 05 Kangaroo (K+) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 27
Participant 05 Owl (K) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 28
Participant 05 Gecko (C) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 29
Participant 05 Stacked Data on Daily Chart for All Conditions with Treatment Integrity
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Figure 30
Participant 06 Gecko (K+) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 31
Participant 06 Kangaroo (K) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 32
Participant 06 Owl (C) Timings for Correct and Incorrect Tacting
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Figure 33
Participant 06 Stacked Data on Daily Chart for All Conditions with Treatment Integrity
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Figure 34
Participant 06 K+ Celeration Lines
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Figure 35
Participant 06 K Celeration Lines
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Figure 36
Participant 06 C Celeration Lines
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Appendix A
Recruitment Letter
Hello,
You are receiving this letter as an invitation to join a research study. If you choose to participate,
you will earn extra credit in ________[instructor’s name] class and be entered to win a $50
Amazon gift card contingent on completion of the study.
If you choose to participate, you will learn to associate words with pictures of animals. The study
will last about 30 minutes a day for approximately seven days. There are no risks to participating
in the research. To participate, you will need a computer with internet access and video
conference abilities. The study will be completed entirely online.
If you are interested, please notify Linnea Eldred at leldred@go.stcloudstate.edu.
Looking forward to your participation,
Linnea Eldred
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Appendix B
Consent Form
You are invited to participate in a study to learn words associated with groups of animals. This
research project is conducted in part of a graduation requirement for a master’s degree.
Participation is voluntary and you may withdraw at any time without penalty. Your decision
whether to participate will not affect your current or future relations with St. Cloud State
University. To participate you must have an internet connection, a microphone on your
computer, and the ability to see and hear the researcher giving directions through your computer.
Purpose and Background Information of the study
The purpose of the study is to compare three different methods of teaching individuals to say
words associated with groups of animals. After stating the names of animals, mistakes will be
corrected with the correct name. This process will continue up to five practices per set with three
sets a day for 30 minutes until you reach the criteria goal. Your participation will take
approximately seven days. Participation will be awarded by earning Amazon gift card entries for
$50. If you wish to access the results of the study, you may email Dr. Odessa Luna, and your
results will be provided to you.
Following completion of the study, you will earn extra credit in [____] (instructor’s name) class
and a chance to earn a $50 Amazon gift card.
If you consent to participate:
● You will earn extra credit for your class contingent upon completion of the study.
● You will earn entries for a drawing of a $50 Amazon gift card contingent upon
completion of the study.
● While you will remain anonymous, the results of the study may be shared with other
researchers.
● Sessions will be video OR audio recorded (your choice) and some of these sessions will
be shared with the research team (research assistant and faculty advisor). Recordings will
be deleted after research is complete.
● Teaching sessions will be held online through Zoom.
● Sessions will last approximately 30 minutes and will occur across no more than eight
days.
● Questions about the study may be forwarded to odluna@stcloudstate.edu and/or
leldred@go.stcloudstate.edu.
If you meet the qualifications and wish to participate, you can consent by signing below.
___________________________

________________

Full name

Date

__________________________
Signature
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Appendix C
Video Release
Release Form for Use of Video Recording
Linnea Eldred
leldred@go.stcloudstate.edu
Dr. Odessa Luna
odluna@stcloudstate.edu
Please Print:
_________________________________________________________
Participant Name
This form asks for your consent to use media for and from this study. We would like you to
indicate how we can use your media. On the next page is a list of media types that we will use.
Please initial where you consent for that type of use of your media.
Regardless of your answers on the next page, you will not be penalized.
We will not use your media in any way you have not initialed.
Questions regarding this form should be directed to the researchers. Additional answers can be
found by contacting the IRB Administrator or an IRB Committee Member. Current membership
is available at: https://www.stcloudstate.edu/irb/members.aspx
A copy of this form will be provided for your records.
Audio; no video
Consent
Granted
Type of Release
Used by research team to record and analyze data

Video with audio
Consent
Granted
Type of Release
Used by research team to record and analyze data

I have read the above carefully and give my consent only for those items in which I
initialed.
_________________________________________________

________________

Participant Signature (if 18 years of age or older)

Date
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_________________________________________________
Participant Name (Printed)
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Appendix D
Tacting Sets Participants 1-3
Glaucidi

Scops

Asio

Dryxa
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Rendrol

Thylo

Notomac

Dorcop

85

86

Stroph

Odura

Diplodact

Lucasi
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Appendix E
Tacting Sets Participants 4-6

Glaucidi

Scops

Asio

Dryxa
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Rendrol

Thylo

Notomac

Dorcop

90

91

Stroph

Odura

Diplodact

Lucasi
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Appendix F
Research Assistant Training Protocol
1. Inform research assistant they will collect data for baseline and test conditions.
2. Teach the research assistant to tact the picture sets at 30 tacts in 30 seconds in one timing
to ensure fluency.
3. Teach the assistant to rank behaviors, lowest at one and highest at 5. Assistant must rank
5 sets at 100% to move on to the next step
4. Teach the assistant to assign reinforcement to various ranked behaviors using K
schedules and K+ schedules. Participant must accurately assign reinforcement across 5
different ranked behaviors for K and K+ schedules at 100% to be proficient.
5. Review and practice steps from the treatment integrity table. Reliability is achieved after
each step has reached 100% accuracy across two consecutive times.
a. Observer and researcher will work with a pilot individual to achieve reliability on
pronunciation and correct as well as incorrect tacts.
b. Observer and researcher will practice assigning K-ranks to tacts said by pilot
participants.
c. Observer and researcher will agree on the order of the alternating treatment
design.
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Appendix G
Debriefing Letter
Comparing Reinforcement Systems with Percentile Schedules
Debriefing Statement: Thank you for your participation in this research on the effects of
reinforcement magnitude using generalized reinforcement on the rate of saying a name assigned
to an animal group.

During this research, you were asked to tact groups animals using a modified version of their
scientific genus names. The purpose of this research is in general terms, to study the effects of
reinforcer magnitude on the rate of saying the animal group. In this study, the reinforcer was
entries to earn a gift card. There were three conditions, one in which you always earned an entry
no matter how well you answered during the sets, a second condition where you needed to beat a
certain rank to get one entry, and a third condition where you were required to meet certain
criteria to earn one entry, and an extra criterion to get two entries. The study was designed to
discover if there was a difference in learning rates when a bonus reinforcement criterion was
added.

During the research, information about how to access more entries to the gift card was withheld
so that there was no confounding variable of knowing what was happening in each condition.

If you have questions right now, please ask. If you have additional questions later, you may
contact me at leldred@go.stcloudstate.edu or Dr. Odessa Luna at Odluna@stcloudstate.edu. You
may keep this document for your records.

Your decision whether or not to withdraw your data will not affect your current or future
relations with St. Cloud State University, the researcher, or name any cooperating professor or
organization/group.

